We're known as “the Eagle company”. For motorcyclists around the world, Moto Guzzi stands for pride and glorious tradition, combined with innovative engine research, Italian style, and chrome that proudly lights up the roads worldwide. The story began in 1921, in Mandello del Lario, Italy, and Moto Guzzi has never stopped since. We’re continuing to build a story of riders and motorcycles, legendary victories, genius and unparalleled passion.
Try and imagine the power of 25,000 Guzzisti on their bikes, meeting up in the place where our legendary story began in 1921. It’s an exclusive full immersion into the heartland of the Moto Guzzi world: more than 700 test rides, the Historic Museum, the widely admired Wind Tunnel—unique of its kind in the motorcycle industry—and tours of the engine and motorcycle assembly lines. Special guests include the spectacular MGX-21 “Flying Fortress,” the pride of Guzzi at the 76th Sturgis Motorcycle Rally in South Dakota in August. The MGX-21 links an outstanding success story and projection into the future of a brand approaching its centenary with undiminished vitality in terms of innovation, products and events.

We experience a common thrill at the sound of a twin-cylinder engine. We know the ins and outs of every model. We share the same passion when we ride and wrench on our bikes. We are The Moto Guzzi Proud Owners.

Our collective pride deserves an exclusive club where we feel at home and can share new experiences with our Guzzi brethren.

Moto Guzzi Proud Owners: the place for special events, news, bike previews, discounts and exclusive member benefits.

Register now at proudowners.motoguzzi.com
Some talk about what the motorcycle of tomorrow will bring. Moto Guzzi would rather show it to you today. Black, dark, and elegant with a fusion of Italian taste and American style, the MGX-21 breaks away from traditions, offering you the chance to experience a reality you had never imagined.

The Moto Guzzi “Flying Fortress” is dedicated to riders who aren’t afraid of extreme contrasts. For riders who love excitement and adventure, futuristic solutions and refined finishes. For riders who shun ostentation but don’t want to go unnoticed. The MGX-21 will introduce you to a future you didn’t know, taking you beyond the confines of the city towards the horizons of your choosing.
The bike’s tourer personality and unmistakeable design are enhanced by the two-color graphics and sophisticated chrome details. A series of features consolidates its vocation for travel in total comfort: standard deflectors, chrome rear handgrip and passenger backrest. Traveling to explore your inner and outer limits is an opportunity open only to people willing to break the mould.

OPENING UP THE CONFINES OF TRAVEL

The bike’s tourer personality and unmistakeable design are enhanced by the two-color graphics and sophisticated chrome details. A series of features consolidates its vocation for travel in total comfort: standard deflectors, chrome rear handgrip and passenger backrest. Traveling to explore your inner and outer limits is an opportunity open only to people willing to break the mould.
VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.
In the biker’s imagination, the Eldorado is the on-the-road icon—always with a landscape to explore, a horizon to grasp. Some of the distinctive elements that can’t go unnoticed: spoked wheels with white-wall tires, the beautiful paintwork, chrome-covers on fuel tank, chrome trim and painstaking attention to detail. The brakes, tires and suspension pay homage to vintage models but are designed with the latest-generation technology.

Innate elegance and personality combine with nearly 100 years of motorcycle heritage, conjuring up fascinating visions of travel and adventure. The oversized seat, bullhorn handlebars, and footboards offer a relaxed riding position and unbeatable cruising comfort. The bike creates an irresistible lure to climb aboard and get your knees in the breeze, quickly quenching your thirst for travel.

**THE RETURN OF THE LEGEND**

In the biker’s imagination, the Eldorado is the on-the-road icon—always with a landscape to explore, a horizon to grasp. Some of the distinctive elements that can’t go unnoticed: spoked wheels with white-wall tires, the beautiful paintwork, chrome-covers on fuel tank, chrome trim and painstaking attention to detail. The brakes, tires and suspension pay homage to vintage models but are designed with the latest-generation technology.

**STYLE AND COMFORT**

Innate elegance and personality combine with nearly 100 years of motorcycle heritage, conjuring up fascinating visions of travel and adventure. The oversized seat, bullhorn handlebars, and footboards offer a relaxed riding position and unbeatable cruising comfort. The bike creates an irresistible lure to climb aboard and get your knees in the breeze, quickly quenching your thirst for travel.
VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPECS.
A spirit that prefers dark rather than chrome mechanical details, with a lightweight front, circular headlamp and mudguard in carbon fiber, like the new fuel tank covers. The short exhaust, side panel with tail and the radiator grille put the bike’s rugged nature into relief. The new handlebar, sporty footpegs and ergonomic saddle make for a truly hedonistic riding experience.

This motorcycle seizes the asphalt and reveals its charismatic personality in every detail to appeal to strong-willed bikers. This is the bike you ride on your own: minimalist, an extended riding position, a drag-bar handlebar, and muscular lines. Ride where your imagination takes you while the powerful roar of the engine soothes the senses.

**NEW RIDING EXPERIENCE**

A spirit that prefers dark rather than chrome mechanical details, with a lightweight front, circular headlamp and mudguard in carbon fiber, like the new fuel tank covers. The short exhaust, side panel with tail and the radiator grille put the bike’s rugged nature into relief. The new handlebar, sporty footpegs and ergonomic saddle make for a truly hedonistic riding experience.
The extended flyscreen improves comfort and wind protection, while emphasizing the unique look of the MGX-21.

Let them know you’re packing 1,400cc of Moto Guzzi V-twin soul with this street-legal “SOUND” exhaust system.

Specifically designed to perfectly match the unique shape of your MGX-21, this carbon fiber rack replaces the passenger seat to give increased luggage capacity, or as a mount for the accessory leather top box.

Form and function, these stainless steel and billet aluminum head protectors give added protection in the event of a fall and perfectly highlight the mighty V-twin engine.

For the times when you would rather ride alone, this carbon fiber seat cowl mirrors the aggressive lines of MGX-21 and is easily fitted.

In billet aluminum, black anodized, are able to completely transform the look of MGX-21 or Audace and bring the riding experience to a new level in comfort and pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606467M.

Medium sized windshied with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet. Lexan is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

Medium sized windshied with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet. Lexan is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

Comfort for the driver and passenger thanks to the gel inserts in the saddle. Bi-colored material in line with the top equipment of the motorcycle. “Comfort gel” text engraved in relief. Same height as the standard series.

Designed in chrome tube by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi, it expands the load capacity of the motorcycle, allowing to mount dedicated accessory cases thanks to the special fixing arrangements.

Californi

The medium-sized windshield with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

For the times when you would rather ride alone, this carbon fiber seat cowl mirrors the aggressive lines of MGX-21 and is easily fitted.

In billet aluminum, black anodized, are able to completely transform the look of MGX-21 or Audace and bring the riding experience to a new level in comfort and pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606467M.

Medium sized windshied with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet. Lexan is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

Comfort for the driver and passenger thanks to the gel inserts in the saddle. Bi-colored material in line with the top equipment of the motorcycle. “Comfort gel” text engraved in relief. Same height as the standard series.

Designed in chrome tube by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi, it expands the load capacity of the motorcycle, allowing to mount dedicated accessory cases thanks to the special fixing arrangements.

Californi

The medium-sized windshield with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

For the times when you would rather ride alone, this carbon fiber seat cowl mirrors the aggressive lines of MGX-21 and is easily fitted.

In billet aluminum, black anodized, are able to completely transform the look of MGX-21 or Audace and bring the riding experience to a new level in comfort and pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606467M.

Medium sized windshied with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet. Lexan is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

Comfort for the driver and passenger thanks to the gel inserts in the saddle. Bi-colored material in line with the top equipment of the motorcycle. “Comfort gel” text engraved in relief. Same height as the standard series.

Designed in chrome tube by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi, it expands the load capacity of the motorcycle, allowing to mount dedicated accessory cases thanks to the special fixing arrangements.

Californi

The medium-sized windshield with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

For the times when you would rather ride alone, this carbon fiber seat cowl mirrors the aggressive lines of MGX-21 and is easily fitted.

In billet aluminum, black anodized, are able to completely transform the look of MGX-21 or Audace and bring the riding experience to a new level in comfort and pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606467M.

Medium sized windshied with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet. Lexan is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

Comfort for the driver and passenger thanks to the gel inserts in the saddle. Bi-colored material in line with the top equipment of the motorcycle. “Comfort gel” text engraved in relief. Same height as the standard series.

Designed in chrome tube by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi, it expands the load capacity of the motorcycle, allowing to mount dedicated accessory cases thanks to the special fixing arrangements.

Californi

The medium-sized windshield with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

For the times when you would rather ride alone, this carbon fiber seat cowl mirrors the aggressive lines of MGX-21 and is easily fitted.

In billet aluminum, black anodized, are able to completely transform the look of MGX-21 or Audace and bring the riding experience to a new level in comfort and pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606467M.

Medium sized windshied with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet. Lexan is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

Comfort for the driver and passenger thanks to the gel inserts in the saddle. Bi-colored material in line with the top equipment of the motorcycle. “Comfort gel” text engraved in relief. Same height as the standard series.

Designed in chrome tube by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi, it expands the load capacity of the motorcycle, allowing to mount dedicated accessory cases thanks to the special fixing arrangements.

Californi

The medium-sized windshield with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

For the times when you would rather ride alone, this carbon fiber seat cowl mirrors the aggressive lines of MGX-21 and is easily fitted.

In billet aluminum, black anodized, are able to completely transform the look of MGX-21 or Audace and bring the riding experience to a new level in comfort and pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606467M.

Medium sized windshied with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet. Lexan is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

Comfort for the driver and passenger thanks to the gel inserts in the saddle. Bi-colored material in line with the top equipment of the motorcycle. “Comfort gel” text engraved in relief. Same height as the standard series.

Designed in chrome tube by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi, it expands the load capacity of the motorcycle, allowing to mount dedicated accessory cases thanks to the special fixing arrangements.

Californi

The medium-sized windshield with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

For the times when you would rather ride alone, this carbon fiber seat cowl mirrors the aggressive lines of MGX-21 and is easily fitted.

In billet aluminum, black anodized, are able to completely transform the look of MGX-21 or Audace and bring the riding experience to a new level in comfort and pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606467M.

Medium sized windshied with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet. Lexan is approved according to the strict American DOT regulations. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 x L52 cm.

Comfort for the driver and passenger thanks to the gel inserts in the saddle. Bi-colored material in line with the top equipment of the motorcycle. “Comfort gel” text engraved in relief. Same height as the standard series.

Designed in chrome tube by Centro Stile Moto Guzzi, it expands the load capacity of the motorcycle, allowing to mount dedicated accessory cases thanks to the special fixing arrangements.
**MEDIUM WINDSCREEN**

Medium sized windshield with shockproof and scratch resistant Lexan sheet, maintaining the transparency and gloss characteristics unaltered over time. Approved according to the DOT standards. Can be easily mounted due to the standard brackets, to be purchased separately. H44 X L52 cm.

**WINDSCREEN BRACKETS**

COD. 605853M

Standard size solid fastening kit, equipped with specific brackets for windshield mounting. Requires 606253M small metallic parts.

**WINDSHIELD AIR FLAPS**

COD. B064235

Spoilers to be applied under the windscreen to increase rider’s protection and driving comfort.

**CYLINDERS COVERS KIT**

COD. 2S000546

Elegant painted cylinder heads covers, with special processes performed in milling, they represent a special element of customization to the vehicle.

**SLIP ON EXHAUSTS**

COD. 2S000600 COD. 2S000658 COD. 2S000630

Made of billet aluminum, black anodized, contribute with their clean but trendy design they add elegance to motorcycle look. Have to be mounted in replacement of handlebar ends.

**SET OF TWO CLASSIC-CUT BLACK LEATHER BAGS**

COD. 2S000526

Set of two Classic-cut black leather bags, 23 liters each, mounted on specific subframes equipped with a lock to prevent theft. They contain an adjustable shoulder strap for transport. Side brackets are needed for mounting (cod. 2S000538).

**TECH STÖKK STYLE EXHAUST**

COD. 2S000658

To hear the roar of a real custom motorcycle: these slip on exhausts are approved and have a style similar to standard exhausts but with a dedicated finishing and specific ends caps.

**USB SOCKET KIT**

COD. 2S000068

USB socket with bracket for installation under the saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the vehicle.

**USB SOCKET KIT PREMIUM LEATHER SIDE BAGS MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM**

COD. 2S000315 COD. 2S000522 COD. 2S0000156

USB socket with bracket for installation under the saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the vehicle.

**USB SOCKET KIT MOTO GUZZI MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM**

COD. 2S000522

USB socket with bracket for installation under the saddle, to recharge the electronic media, does not allow dialogue with the electronic devices of the vehicle.

**MATERIALS AND COLORS**

- Made of billet aluminum, black anodized.
- Elegance to motorcycle look.

**EXTERIOR STEM MIRRORS KIT “DARK”**

COD. 2S000363 COD. 2S000330

In billet aluminum, black anodized, are able to completely transform the look of MGX-21 or Audace and bring the riding experience to a next level in comfort and pleasure. Need installation kit and levers 606408M.

**PREMIUM LEATHER SIDE BAGS KIT**

COD. 2S000522

These quick release side bags are made of made of premium Italian leather, are equipped with a quick release and safe locking system, useful on everything from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying strap. Installation requires mounting support 2S0000156 for all V9.

**PREMIUM LEATHER SIDE BAGS INSTALLATION KIT**

COD. 2S000156

These quick release side bags are made of made of premium Italian leather, are equipped with a quick release and safe locking system, useful on everything from daily trips to long trips. Comes with carrying strap. Installation requires mounting support 2S0000156 for all V9.

**RIDER FOOTBOARDS**

COD. 2S000801

In billet aluminum, black anodized, contribute with their clean but trendy design they add elegance to motorcycle look.
The Moto Guzzi legend is a story of passion and brilliant technical insights, crowned by countless victories—a constant commitment that continues to create exclusive motorcycles with a powerful personality.

The apparel and accessories collection embodies these values, with colors and details that match the brand’s prestige.

See the full range on MOOGUZZI-US.COM

**ARGENTO/SILVER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>606430M01BDOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>606430M02BDOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>606430M03BDOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>606430M04BDOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>606430M05BDOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mask Helmet**

Mask helmet has a unique style thanks to the thermoplastic Hi-resistance shell, Double anti-fog / anti-scratch googles developed by Carl Zeiss, and removable mask. Removable interior bamboo liner can be washed. High safety and unmistakable look are the perfect combination to ride your Moto Guzzi.

**Italian Pride Helmet**

Fiberglass shell, high quality and accurate details. Retractable Sun Visor. Micrometric retention system. Washable, removable and breathable lining. Made in Italy. ECE 22.05. omologation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>606165M01BDOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>606165M02BDOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>606165M03BDOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>606165M04BDOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>606165M05BDOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**MOTO GUZZI HAT**

100% cotton twill hat, with all-thread patch & embroidered Moto Guzzi logo, perfectly match elegance and top quality of fabric with the proud Moto Guzzi style.

**BAMBINO/KID**

COD. 606373M

**UOMO/ADULT**

COD. 606372M

**MOTO GUZZI CLASSIC HAT**

6 panels hat with sandwich visor and white piping. Engine logo embroidered on the left side and Moto Guzzi label on the left edge.

**MOTO GUZZI BASEBALL CAP**

100% cotton embroidered Moto Guzzi logo

**NERO/BLACK**

S 606486M01B
M 606486M02B
L 606486M03B
XL 606486M04B
XXL 606486M05B
XXXL 606486M06B

**MOTO GUZZI CLASSIC POLO**

POLO in Pique cotton. MOTO GUZZI embroidered TONEonTONE logo on chest. Engine patch on the sleeve. Flat knit rib on collar & sleeves, in MOTO GUZZI red color. Italian flag label on the inside of collar edge.

**NERO/BLACK**

S 606478M01I
M 606478M02I
L 606478M03I
XL 606478M04I
XXL 606478M05I
XXXL 606478M06I

**TECH FLEECE CLASSIC**


**ROSSO/RED**

S 606478M01B
M 606478M02B
L 606478M03B
XL 606478M04B
XXL 606478M05B
XXXL 606478M06B

**GRAOGE T-SHIRT**

Man combed cotton jersey 30/1 T-shirt. Embroidered patch applied directly using outline embroidery. Italian flag label inside the garment. Moto Guzzi red stitching on the shoulders and back of the neck. Water print graphics, high density printing details in relief.

**GRIGIO/GRAY**

S 606478M01G
M 606478M02G
L 606478M03G
XL 606478M04G
XXL 606478M05G
XXXL 606478M06G

**GARAGE T-SHIRT**

Man combed cotton jersey 30/1 T-shirt. Italian flag label inside the garment. Water print graphics.

**NERO/BLACK**

S 606478M01B
M 606478M02B
L 606478M03B
XL 606478M04B
XXL 606478M05B
XXXL 606478M06B

**GARAGE T-SHIRT**

Man combed cotton jersey 30/1 T-shirt. Italian flag label inside the garment. Water print graphics.
## TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

### MGX-21

- **Engine**: 90° V-twin, 4-stroke, 4-valve, dual spark ignition, Ride by Wire with 3 engine maps, 3-level traction control, standard cruise control
- **Displacement**: 1,380 cc
- **Bore and stroke**: 104 x 81.2 mm
- **Maximum power**: 95 HP (71 kW) @ 6,500 rpm
- **Maximum torque**: 89.2 fl-lbs (121 Nm) @ 3,000 rpm
- **Gearbox**: 6-speed transmission
- **Front suspension**: traditional telescopic fork, 45 mm, with radially mounted brake caliper
- **Rear suspension**: swingarm with double shock absorber and remote preload adjustment
- **Front brake**: stainless steel floating disc, 320 mm, Brembo radially mounted calipers with 4 opposed pistons, standard ABS
- **Rear brake**: stainless steel fixed disc, 282 mm, Brembo floating caliper with 2 parallel pistons, standard ABS
- **Front wheel, front tire**: 3.5”x16” tubeless spoke aluminum alloy
- **Rear wheel, rear tire**: 5.5”x16” black cast multispoke aluminum alloy
- **Seat height**: 29.1 in (740 mm)
- **Dry weight**: 741 lbs (336 kg)
- **Fuel tank capacity**: 5.4 Gal (20.5 L)
- **Wet weight**: 785 lbs (356 kg)
- **Dry weight**: 683 lbs (310 kg)
- **Wet weight**: 728 lbs (330 kg)

### CALIFORNIA TOURING

- **Engine**: 90° V-twin, 4-stroke, 4-valve, dual ignition, Ride by Wire with 3 engine maps, 3-level traction control, standard cruise control
- **Displacement**: 1,380 cc
- **Bore and stroke**: 104 x 81.2 mm
- **Maximum power**: 95 HP (71 kW) @ 6,500 rpm
- **Maximum torque**: 89.2 fl-lbs (121 Nm) @ 3,000 rpm
- **Gearbox**: 6-speed transmission
- **Front suspension**: traditional telescopic fork, 45 mm, with radially mounted brake caliper
- **Rear suspension**: swingarm with double shock absorber and adjustable preload
- **Front brake**: stainless steel floating disc, 320 mm, Brembo radially mounted calipers with 4 opposed pistons, standard ABS
- **Rear brake**: stainless steel fixed disc, 282 mm, Brembo floating caliper with 2 parallel pistons, standard ABS
- **Front wheel, front tire**: 3.5”x16” tubeless spoke aluminum alloy
- **Rear wheel, rear tire**: 5.5”x16” black cast multispoke aluminum alloy
- **Seat height**: 29.1 in (740 mm)
- **Dry weight**: 718 lbs (326 kg)
- **Fuel tank capacity**: 5.4 Gal (20.5 L)
- **Wet weight**: 763 lbs (346 kg)

### CALIFORNIA TOURING

- **Engine**: 90° V-twin, 4-stroke, 4-valve, dual ignition, Ride by Wire with 3 engine maps, 3-level traction control, standard cruise control
- **Displacement**: 1,380 cc
- **Bore and stroke**: 104 x 81.2 mm
- **Maximum power**: 95 HP (71 kW) @ 6,500 rpm
- **Maximum torque**: 89.2 fl-lbs (121 Nm) @ 3,000 rpm
- **Gearbox**: 6-speed transmission
- **Front suspension**: traditional telescopic fork, 45 mm, with radially mounted brake caliper
- **Rear suspension**: swingarm with double shock absorber and adjustable preload
- **Front brake**: stainless steel floating disc, 320 mm, Brembo radially mounted calipers with 4 opposed pistons, standard ABS
- **Rear brake**: stainless steel fixed disc, 282 mm, Brembo floating caliper with 2 parallel pistons, standard ABS
- **Front wheel, front tire**: 3.5”x16” tubeless spoke aluminum alloy
- **Rear wheel, rear tire**: 5.5”x16” black cast multispoke aluminum alloy
- **Seat height**: 29.1 in (740 mm)
- **Dry weight**: 683 lbs (310 kg)
- **Wet weight**: 728 lbs (330 kg)

### ELDORADO

- **Engine**: 90° V-twin, 4-stroke, 4-valve, dual ignition, Ride by Wire with 3 engine maps, 3-level traction control, standard cruise control
- **Displacement**: 1,380 cc
- **Bore and stroke**: 104 x 81.2 mm
- **Maximum power**: 95 HP (71 kW) @ 6,500 rpm
- **Maximum torque**: 89.2 fl-lbs (121 Nm) @ 3,000 rpm
- **Gearbox**: 6-speed transmission
- **Front suspension**: traditional telescopic fork, 45 mm, with radially mounted brake caliper
- **Rear suspension**: swingarm with double shock absorber and adjustable preload
- **Front brake**: stainless steel floating disc, 320 mm, Brembo radially mounted calipers with 4 opposed pistons, standard ABS
- **Rear brake**: stainless steel fixed disc, 282 mm, Brembo floating caliper with 2 parallel pistons, standard ABS
- **Front wheel, front tire**: 3.5”x16” tubeless spoke aluminum alloy
- **Rear wheel, rear tire**: 5.5”x16” black cast multispoke aluminum alloy
- **Seat height**: 29.1 in (740 mm)
- **Dry weight**: 683 lbs (310 kg)
- **Wet weight**: 728 lbs (330 kg)

### AUDACE

- **Engine**: 90° V-twin, 4-stroke, 4-valve, dual ignition, Ride by Wire with 3 engine maps, 3-level traction control, standard cruise control
- **Displacement**: 1,380 cc
- **Bore and stroke**: 104 x 81.2 mm
- **Maximum power**: 95 HP (71 kW) @ 6,500 rpm
- **Maximum torque**: 89.2 fl-lbs (121 Nm) @ 3,000 rpm
- **Gearbox**: 6-speed transmission
- **Front suspension**: traditional telescopic fork, 45 mm, with radially mounted brake caliper
- **Rear suspension**: swingarm with double shock absorber and adjustable preload
- **Front brake**: stainless steel floating disc, 320 mm, Brembo radially mounted calipers with 4 opposed pistons, standard ABS
- **Rear brake**: stainless steel fixed disc, 282 mm, Brembo floating caliper with 2 parallel pistons, standard ABS
- **Front wheel, front tire**: 3.5”x16” tubeless spoke aluminum alloy
- **Rear wheel, rear tire**: 5.5”x16” black cast multispoke aluminum alloy
- **Seat height**: 29.1 in (740 mm)
- **Dry weight**: 683 lbs (310 kg)
- **Wet weight**: 728 lbs (330 kg)

### Note

*Weight with motorcycle ready for use with all operating fluids and with 90% fuel.*

READ THE USER AND MAINTENANCE BOOK CAREFULLY. RIDE SAFELY AND DO NOT RACE OTHER VEHICLES. PIAGGIO GROUP AMERICAS RESERVES THE RIGHT AT ANY TIME TO DISCONTINUE OR CHANGE SPECS, PRICES, DESIGNS, FEATURES, ACCESSORIES OR EQUIPMENT WITHOUT INCURRING ANY OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY. NOT ALL COLORS ARE AVAILABLE IN ALL REGIONS. CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR SPECIFIC AVAILABILITY. SOME OEM MOTO GUZZI® ACCESSORIES MAY NOT BE LEGAL OR AVAILABLE IN YOUR STATE. VEHICLE PHOTOS MAY REFLECT EUROPEAN MODELS AND SPEC.

THE BRAND MOTO GUZZI IS PROPERTY OF PIAGGIO & C. S.P.A.

MOTOGUZZI-US.COM | MOTOGUZZI-CANADA.CA